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CONTRIBUTION OF FLUORESCENCE IN SITU HYBRIDIZATION TO
/ B I G L O G Î Ç À I DOSIMETRY yy"

/
SOROKJNE-DURM L, ROY L., .D'UIUND V., VOISIN ?. /

Institut de Proicciio/i «t de Sûrcié Nucléaire, Département de Protection de Ja santé de

l'Homme et (ie .Dosimétne, Section Autonome de Radiobioiogic Appliquée à la

Médecine, ÏPSN , B.?. n°ô, F - 9226:5 Fontcnay -aux - Roses, cede.-;, FRANCE.

Fluorescence in situ hybridization wilh composite v/hole chromosome specific DNA probes /

for human chromosomes 2, 4 and 12 and an e£-sàteilite centromeric DNA probe labelled with

biotin were used to measure symmetrical and terminal translocations (dose rate 0.5 Gy/min)
gy QCWfVIlUX -

and dicentrics (0.1 Gy/min) induced in vitro by 60Co^-irradiation (0-5 Gy). The suitability of

JF.I.S.I-mtechnique lor dicentrics detection is comoared with the conventional technique. Dose-
^ p - ' &.<xn\ • { , / > . - •

response curves for yf-rays ( Co) for iv/o close rates are shown (dicentrics and translocations).

PITRODUCTION " • ' } * ' 0 ' ' ^ -

Ionizing radiation induces claromosome aberrations in human peripheral blood Go

lymphocytes. These aberrations can'' be divided into two classes : unstable aberrations

(dicentrics, centric rings and acentrics) and stable aberrations (reciprocal and other types of

translocaticns). In most studies which give an estimate of equivalent whole-body dose, the

dicentric yield is considered as the best biological indicator/of radiation exposure; Thjs

frequency is compared with appropriate data from calibratioii curves obtained after in/vitro

exposure of human lymphocytes to similar radiation quality (I. A. E. A., 1986). However, in

the case of dose assessment after non-homogeneous accidental radiation over-exposure,

scoring of unstable chromosome aberration can present some limitations (fractionated,

protracted or past over-exposure).

The use of fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) techniques improves the possibilities of

DNA damage detection. Since 1936, Pinkel et ai. (1986, 1988), demonstrated that FISH with

chromosome-specific DNA library probes can be used to score translocations and other

chromosomal changes. The literature using FISH protocols for scoring radiation-induced
/ / ' •*'

chromosome aberrations is increasing (Lucas et ai, 1989 ; Natarajan et ai., 1992 ;̂-̂ Tucker et

ai., 1993, 1995), but little information h available for the type, dose and dose rate of

irradiation. Furthermore, variation in inter-iaboratory scoring is known.

We present here die use of FISH for the assessment of chromosomal damage (dicentrics or

translocaticns) induced by irradiation with ''"Cobalt (for two different dose rates). In addition'

results are shown for the establishment of the more useful calibration curves for the expertise

and operational capacity of our-laboratocy.
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ABSTRACT

Fluorescence in situ hybridization with composite whole chromosome specific DNA probes

for human chromosomes 2, 4 and 12 and an a-satellite centromeric DNA probe labelled with

biotin were used to measure symmetrical and terminal translocations (dose rate 0.5 Gy/min)

u.nd dicentrics (0.1 Gy/min) induced in vilro by 60Co y-irradiation (0-5 Gy). The suitability of

F.I.S.H. technique for dicentrics detection is compared with the conventional technique. Dose-

response curves for y-rays (60Co) for two dose rates are shown (dicentrics and translocations).

INTRODUCTION

ionizing radiation induces chromosome aberrations in human peripheral blood Go

lymphocytes. These aberrations can be divided into two classes : unstable aberrations

(dicentrics, centric rings and acenlrics) and stable aberrations (reciprocal and other types of

transiocatiens). In most studies which give an estimate of equivalent whole-body dose, the

dicentric yield is considered as the best biological indicator of radiation exposure". This

frequency is compared with appropriate data from calibration curves obtained after in vitro

exposure of human lymphocytes to similar radiation quality (I. A. E. A., 1986). However, in

the case of dose assessment after non-homogensous accidental radiation over-exposure,

scoring of unstable chromosome aberration can present some limitations (fractionated,

protracted or past over-exposure).

The use of fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) techniques improves the possibilities of

DNA damage detection. Since 1986, Pinkel et al. (19S6, 198S), demonstrated that FISH with

chromosome-specific DNA library probes can be used to score translocations and other

chromosomal changes. The literature using FISH protocols for scoring radiation-induced

chromosome aberrations is increasing (Lucas et al., 1989 ; Natarajan et al., 1992 ; Tucker et

al., 1993, 1995), but little information is available for the type, dose and dose rate of

irradiation. Furthermore, variation in inter-laboratory scoring is known.

We present here the use of FISH for the assessment of chromosomal damage (dicentrics or

translocations) induced by irradiation with "Cobalt (for two different dose rates). In addition

results are shown for the establishment of the more useful calibration curves for the expertise

and operational capacity of our laboratory.



MATERIAL AND METHODS

Irradiation procedure and lymphocyte culture :

briefly, heparinized whols blood samples from healthy donors were irradiated in a water-bath

at 37°C v/ith 1.25 Me Y y-niys from :>. °°CO source (ICO 4000 or ELDORADO) for two dose

rates. For the dose rate of 0.1 Gy/min. samples were irradiated from 0 (unexposed controls) to

5 Cry. For the dose rate of 0.5 Gy'mn. samples were irradiated from 0 (unexposed controls) to

4 Gy. For each dose, lymphocytes cultures from 0.5 ml of whole blood were carried out

according l.o standard cytogenetic procedures for 48h. Coicemide (0.1 ug/ml) was added at

46h and chromosome slides were obtained after classical shock and fixation of lymphocyte

metaphases. The slides are stored at -20°C with dessicant until use.

Fluorescence in situ hybridization :

The hybridization protocol was modified from Pinkel et al, (1986). After storage at -20°C

slides were dehydrated in ethanol before the RNase (Sigma) treatment. Pepsin treatment was

used instead of proteinase K. For the hybridization step, human chromosome specific DNA'

probes (chromosomes 2, <' and 12, Gibco BRL) were pre-mixed with human Cot-1 DNA and

incubated at 37°C for lh30 min before laying on pre-warmed (10 min, 56°C) slides. The

biotin labelled a-satellite probe which detect all human centromeres (Oncor, Inc) was used as

described by the manufacturer with few modifications.

Slide staining :

Classical F.P.G. staining was used for conventional scoring. FISH-slides were counterstained

with propidium iodide or DAPI (4', 6-Diamidine-2'-phenylindole dihydrochloride).

Estimated genomic frequency of aberrations :

The frequencies of translocations per 'cell-equivalents' was estimated using the formula

proposed by Lucas et al in 1989 [Fp=2.05fp(l-fp)Fg], wich links the observed translocation

frequency (̂ 77) to the total genomic translocation frequency (Fg) according to the fraction of

the genome painted (fp). For the chromosomes painted in this study (2, 4, 12), 18.53% of the

genome was hybridized which corresponds to a detection efficiency of 31.01%.

Criteria for aberration scoring and curve representations :

Only complete metaphases were kept for dicentrics (DC) scoring. For translocations scoring,

only metaphases estimated to have 46 chromosomes when using the PI optical filter were

analysed : two-colour chromosomes with one centromere were classified either as reciprocal

translocations (TR, complete and incomplete) either as insertions (single events). Two-colour

chromosomes with two or mere centromeres were considered as multicentrics. Two-colour

chromosome with the centromere in the non-painted part, and accompagnied by a painted

truncated-chromosome was scored as a terminal translocation (TT).



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 s ho v.:. non linear fitted cur/es for 'dicentrics + centric rings' versus dose using

respectively conventional or FISK techniques for chromosome aberrations scoring in blood

lymphocytes exposed to y-rays from C°Co source) for 0.1 Gy/min. The fitted equations after

regression for each conventional and FISH dose-response curves are, respectively, Y = 0.04D

-'- 0.04 D" and Y = 0.006D - 0.05D2 (with Y=aberrations frequency and D-dose).

No statistical difference is observed between the two kinds of experiments, suggesting that

FISH '.echniqLie could be employed in our experimental conditions with the same efficiency as

the conventional one. This finding is of importance, because the distinction between

reciprocal translocation and dicentrics is only possible if painting and centromeres detection

are used simultaneously on the same meîaphases.
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Figure 2 : Dose response curves of chromosome
aberrations yields after y-irradiation (60Co) at a * 4«
dose rate of 0.5 Gy/min, for reciprocal = ^ ' 2 Q
iranslocations (TR, complete + incomplete) or ^ .^'OQ
for both reciprocal and terminal iranslocations c. O'o«
(TR + TT) involving painted chromosomes 2, 4 'fj n ' R n

and 12. The best fit for both curves is obtained
usins

Figure 1 : Dose-responses curves for
unstable chromosome aberrations.
Scoring using conventional cytogenetic
technique (fitted dashed line) and FISH
(fitted solid line) ; (y ; 60Co ; 0.1Gy/min).
Fits are second order polynomial The
best fit for both curves is obtained using
linear quadratic regression. Vertical bars
are the Poisson 95 % confidence, intervals
of the mean chromosome aberration
scored for each dose 'level.

1,80
1,60

using linear quadratic regression. Vertical bars < ' _ J
are the Poisson 95 % confidence intervals of the ' |
mean chromosome aberration scored for each
dose level. Dash.ïd line is the reference curve of
thi laboratory for dicentrics and centric rings
(DC) using conventional technique.
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In Figure 2 we compare relationships between dose level and the translocations yields, scored

in complete metaphases, either as reciprocal and terminal translocations (TR + TT), or as

reciprocal translocations alone (TR) for 0.5 Gy/mn (y-rays, fi0Co). Fitted equations after



regression for TR or !TR. + 7T' are. respectively, Fg = 0.03D + 0.05D2 and Fg = 0.04D +

O.O'/Ur (Fg is the genomic translocation frequency and D is the radiation dose in Gy). The

•.lotted line represents reference curve of the laboratory for dicentrics and centric rings scored

by conventional cytogenetics (Voisin, 1995 ; Y = 0.04D + 0.05D2). These results show that

•he addition of translocations scored as reciprocal (complete + incomplete) and terminal gives

;: totai yield slightly higher that die dicantrics yield. This finding is confirmed by the

literature. On the other hand, frequencies of reciprocal translocations and dicentrics are found

to be equal at the first cell division after irradiation (Bender et al., 1983) or showed higher

t.ranslocation yields (Natarajan et al., 1992). Our fitted curve appears to be slightly

undestimated but the experimental data appear similar to those found in the literature for 60Co

(Lucas et al, 1.992). We have chosen, in order to make direct comparisons, to analyse only

complete (46 chromosomes) metaphases. So, after these first results we are increasing our

observations for better statistical evaluation.

In summary, we have developed FISH analysis for dose assessment in our laboratory in order

to construct our own panel of standard curves. Firstly, we have verified that we can use either

FISH or conventional technique for dicentrics scoring. In addition we have adapted 'painting'

for translocation research and verified that our results are in agreement with the literature. We

present our first results for the establishment of standard curves and future developments will

include the study of different dose rates and types of irradiations (translocations + dicentrics

scoring). In parallel, we are doing the same kind of work with fission neutrons (SILENE

reactor, Valduc, FRANCE) for unstable and/or stable chromosome aberrations scoring.
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